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Federal Cybersecurity Research and
Development Strategic Plan (2016)
“Sound science in cybersecurity research must have a
basis in controlled and well-executed experiments
with operational relevance and realism. That requires
tools and test environments that provide access to
datasets at the right scale and fidelity, ensure
integrity of the experimental process, and support a
broad range of interactions, analysis, and validation
methods. The Federal Government should encourage
the sharing of high-fidelity data sets for research”
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But there is a problem
• Incentives for sharing research data are conflicted
• Sharing often framed as community service or duty
• Sharing can be time-consuming, costly, erode competitive advantage
• Benefits perceived to accrue to others

• Cybersecurity research datasets often a public good
• Costs of developing and sharing data is substantial
• Yet the datasets are typically given away for free
• But this makes it hard to quantify the value of research data
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How much data are researchers sharing?
• We examined 965 leading cyber research publications 201216 [Zheng et al. CSET 2018]
• Researchers use public data as input to their research 74% of time
• When they create data, make it public only 18% of the time

Outline
• Economics of supporting cybersecurity research datasets
• Valuing cybersecurity datasets: the case of IMPACT
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Beneficial outcomes of data for cybersecurity
research
1.
2.
3.
4.

Advancing scientific understanding
Cybersecurity-enabling infrastructure
Parity
Cybersecurity operational support
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Barriers to supporting research datasets
• Legal and ethical risk
• Privacy and confidentiality sensitivities often volunteered, and steps to
mitigate this (e.g., NDAs, anonymizing datasets) reduce data value
• Laws designed to mitigate this risk for operational sharing (e.g., CISA) have
not brought about wide sharing of data with researchers

• Direct costs: Significant but data often expected to be shared for free
• Value uncertainty: risks are readily apparent but benefits often aren’t
• Value asymmetry: benefits of receiving data greater than receiving
• Value mismatch: between data provider wants to collect and what a
requester would like to receive
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Incentives to supporting research datasets
• Fame and glory: Researchers who make datasets public get cited
more often [Zheng. et al. CSET 2018]
• Direct compensation: If governments value cybersecurity research
data as a public good, they can pay researchers to create and share it
• Liability safe harbors: these exist for operational data (e.g., CISA)
• Reducing costs to share: the IMPACT program creates a two-sided
platform to make it easier to find datasets, adopt standardized legal
agreements, provide basic vetting of researchers
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Existing models for supporting research
datasets
• Research student internships
• Enclaves: companies making some data available to vetted external
researchers
• Trade organizations: Industry orgs (e.g., FS-ISAC, APWG) collect data
for operational security but will share with researchers
• Commecial DaaS providers: firms that sell threat intelligence feeds
• Researcher self-publishing
• Collaborative platforms for sharing research data: PREDICT,
WOMBAT, Cambridge Cybercrime Centre, IMPACT
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IMPACT
• DHS S&T has operated platform for sharing research data since 2006

• DHS funds researchers to collect, create, clean and provision datasets
• Data is free to requesters, who must be researchers from approved countries
• Researchers create standardized data use agreements, governing IP, usage
restrictions, liability limitations, security requirements for data storage, etc.

• For this project, IMPACT program operators shared:
•
•
•
•
•

All requests for data on the platform since inception
Time when datasets are made available
Purpose requests indicating how the requester intends to use the data
Attributes of the dataset (provider, use restrictions, time period)
14 providers made 209 distinct datasets; 2,276 distinct access requests
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Regression analysis of dataset requests
• Response variables: (1) total # requests, (2) # approved requests
• Only consider requests on or after Jan 1, 2016
• Explanatory variables
•
•
•
•
•
•

Time available for requests: # years dataset is available to researchers
Dataset age: how old, in years, dataset is (time since collection started)
Commercial allowed: whether dataset permits commercial use (T/F)
Restriction type: Unrestricted, Quasi-restricted, Restricted
Ongoing collection: whether data is constantly collected and shared (T/F)
Dataset category: using taxonomy from Zheng et al. CSET 2018
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Analysis of IMPACT Dataset Requests
(+): Time available to download
(-): Dataset freshness
Access restrictions
(+): Longitudinal data collection

Dataset type
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Option 1 for establishing value: how data is
used
• Technology Evaluation (28%): “evaluate if our new DDoS detection in-line
analytical module in NetFlow optimizer can detect this attack”
• Technology Development (28%): “Devise an automated process of
detecting and controlling malicious insiders to mitigate risks to org.”
• Data Analysis (31%): “analyze how DDoS affects OS production systems”
• Operational Defense (6%): "provide intelligence on passive DNS malware
that can be used to block it from entering my network”
• Education (3%): “develop exercises for an introductory stats and data
science course that emphasizes cybersecurity awareness for state of
Virginia”
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Survey of IMPACT Users
• In Summer 2018, sent email to every requester, referencing the
dataset(s) they requested, asked a few questions on use
•
•
•
•

114 responded. Of these:
60% said they used the dataset requested
91% reported using the data in the same way they requested
72% said they would not have collected the data themselves if it wasn’t
available in IMPACT
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Option 2 for establishing value: quantifying
avoided cost

Value from IMPACT Datasets Over Time

All Requests
Adjusted for Likely Use
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Total value since 2006: $663 million
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Dataset provisioning costs and demand
vary widely
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Cost per request varies greatly
Requests vs. Costs of Producing a Dataset
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Concluding remarks (1)
• While cybersecurity datasets are essential to research, their benefits
are not always appreciated
• The paper sets out those benefits, along with barriers to sharing
• We also empirically investigated research dataset sharing on IMPACT
•
•
•
•

Dataset age is negatively correlated with requests
Permitting commercial use is negatively correlated with utilization
Ongoing collections are more popular
Hard to collect, topically relevant and potentially sensitive data more popular
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Concluding remarks (2)
• Quantifying value of a public good like free sharing of cyber data is
also hard, particularly in $ terms
• Some progress can be made by treating value as data collection cost avoided
• Using this method, IMPACT created $663 million in value since inception
• Myriad uses for data do not easily translate into $

• Little relationship between data provision cost and customer demand
• To increase platform success, identify data users want AND providers
can collect
• For more: https://tylermoore.utulsa.edu and
https://www.impactcybertrust.org
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